Footboard

565 071 691
ŠKODA KODIAQ (NS)

Material: Stainless steel, plastic
Color: Black / silver

Practical accessory | Sporty style | Quality

Instalation time: 210 TUs

Adding to the ŠKODA KODIAQ´s luxury look, our exclusive, stylish
footboards from stainless steel from the ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
portfolio are designed for all who want to differentiate their car from
others. Besides making it more comfortable for you to get in and out
of your car, the footboards also make your life easier when loading
various objects on the car´s roof (bicycles, skis and objects stored in the
roof box). To guarantee a high load capacity (up to 300 kg) and resistance
to damage, the footboards are made primarily of metal, and are designed
to ensure that their contact surface perfectly copies that of the door
sills (in order to prevent body corrosion). To reduce the risk of slipping on
the footboard in bad weather, its tread surface is fitted with an anti-slip
rubber liner.

Load capacity:
Local - 150 kg
Overall - 300 kg

The installation involves the following items that need to be ordered
from the ŠKODA Genuine Accessories range:
Seals for the left and right footboards / 565 071 830

Limitations:
Cannot be used in combination with front
mud flaps. The footboard for the right side
of the vehicle, Order No. 565 071 691A, has
to be ordered along with the left one.

Set contents:
Left footboard, bottom cover, rivet nuts (4),
consoles (4), supports (4), seals (4), fixing
material (screws, nuts, rivets), installation
manual.
Fastening: On the left door sill.
Maintenance:
Maintenance-free - in a car wash or
manually, using ordinary detergents.
Do not use abrasive cleaning agents and/or
chemical solvents.

Guarantee: 24 months.
Considering the demands placed on the
installation, we recommend having the
product installed by ŠKODA AUTO-authorised
service partners.
Weight: 7.472 kg

Sport & Design

